
 

 
 

NUC would like to invite applications for the following vacancy: 

Fuel Purifier Technician 

Purpose: The Fuel Purifier Technician 

Reports to: Team leader Power Generation Maintenance 

Annual Salary: $7,340.64 

Duties:  

-Wear appropriate PPE at all times on duty. 

-Ensure the work scope laid out by the Power Generation Manager is completed on time. 

-Carry out assigned daily work plan for operating, repair, maintenance and overhauls of the Fuel 

purifiers. 

-Carryout cleaning of Fuel Purifiers filtration plates on a routine basis. 

-Ensure all daily, weekly and monthly reports are timely submitted to the TLGM. 

-Attend and rectify faults on the fuel purifiers and its auxiliaries. 

-Carry out Inventory checks ensuring spare parts and pre-determined numbers of serviceable 

equipment are available for emergency use. 

-Checks that fuel tanks are at prescribed levels both when entering on and when leaving the duty, 

and makes necessary adjustments. 

-Assist filling of main fuel tanks during delivery of fuel by closing and opening valves, taking Dip stick 

readings prior and after delivery, and confirming amount delivered with necessary entries to the log 

book. 

-At prescribed intervals, make rounds of purifier(s) in operations and logging its operating 

parameters including temperatures, pressures and sump levels. 

-Assist in ensuring that Fuel Purifier Station is well secured to protect equipment from natural 

hazard or fire. 

Ensure all work areas are maintained in a clean, safe and orderly manner at all times. 

Cooperate fully with NUC management in regards to any duties or requirements imposed on them 

by relevant Health and Safety legislations and ensure compliance. 

-Carry out duties and responsibilities considered appropriate and relevant by NUC management. 

-Project a professional image of NUC. 



 

 
 

Qualification and experience: 

Trade certificate in Fitting and Machining or Plant Engineering. 

1-2 years in the same field would be preferable. 

Note: Those interested should fill in the application form available from the NUC HR office and 

submit with any other supporting documents, addressed to the Human Resource Manager no 

later than Friday 24th March 2017 before 5pm. 

 

 

 


